The proofs of the above results appeared in article [l] and the extensions of the results to certain noneonvolution type operators were given in [3] .
Nestor went on to considerably generalize the setting in which one could consider convolution singular integral operators. In In particular for feL , l<Cp<oo lim K (f )(x) exist r. s S ->oo 3 r-» 0 + pointwise for almost every x e R In 1973 Nestor, together with Steve Wainger and Alex Nagel, returned to a problem in singular integrals which was first formulated in the study of the singular integral operators involving "mixed homogeneous" kernels defined earlier. The problem was to find a "method of rotation" for these operators corresponding to that developed by Calderon and Zygmund. In the latter case p the L -continuity of a singular integral of elliptic type arising from an odd kernel was reduced to the continuity of the one dimensional Hilbert transform.
The problem was to find the appropriate one-dimensional operator for the mixed x -y + i
Nestor extended the Marcinkiewicz multiplier result of [6] to operator valued multipliers and proved that any bounded rational function on R is a multiplier on the space of functions
Nestor proved a version of the Hormander multiplier theorem that not only considerably generalized the setting of the theorem but added an original twist which even for the elliptic case gave a very interesting result. It is in this setting that we would like to state the result.
Theorem. Let (3., j = l,...,d , be positive integers such that S (3. <2 .
Assume m 6 L , and 
where i = j-+ ( i^ , 0 < a < 1 , 0 < p x , P 2 < °° .
In were proved respectively for -= and -= + -, 0 < p^ , p n < » , 
